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AgendaASTRO-H mission
• ASTRO-H is an international X-ray observatory, which is the 6th in the 

series of the X-ray observatories from Japan. More than 160 scientists 

from Japan/US/Europe/Canada.
- Takahashi et al. “The ASTRO-H X-ray Astronomy Satellite”, SPIE 9144 (2014)

• Scheduled to be launched in 2015JFY

Launch'site� Tanegashima'Space'Center�

Launch'vehicle� JAXA'HII:A'rocket�

Orbit'Al?tude� 550'km�

Orbit'Type� Approximate'circular'orbit�

Orbit'Inclina?on� ~31'degrees�

Orbit'Period� 96'minutes�

Total'Length� 14'm�

Mass� ~2.7'metric'ton�

Mission'life� >'3'years�

ASTRO-H
14m, 2.7t

• Science operation will be similar to those of Suzaku, with pointed observations of each 

target until the integrated observing time is accumulated and then slewing to the next 

target



AgendaASTRO-H science goals

• Observing the dynamic Universe and studying its history with the ultimate 

goal of understanding the structure and evolution of the Universe

- Revealing the large-scale structure and its evolution of the Universe

- Understanding the extreme conditions in the Universe

- Exploring the diverse phenomena of non-thermal Universe

- Elucidating dark matter and dark energy



AgendaASTRO-H instruments

Total Length  
14m

Extendable 
Optical 
Bench 
(EOB) 
6.3 m

3. ASTRO-H

Total Length  
14m

Extendable 
Optical 
Bench 
(EOB) 
6.3 m

3. Telescopes (2 HXT + 2 SXT)

Hard X-ray TelescopeHard X-ray Telescope

Soft X-ray Telescope 
for MicroCalorimeter

Soft X-ray Telescope 
for X-ray CCD

Hard X-ray Telescope

Total



AgendaASTRO-H instruments

Total Length  
14m

Extendable 
Optical 
Bench 
(EOB) 
6.3 m

3. ASTRO-H

Total Length  
14m

Extendable 
Optical 
Bench 
(EOB) 
6.3 m

4. Instruments on the baseplate
Soft Gamma-ray 
Narrow FOV Compton Camera

MicroCalorimeter 
in the Dewar (50mK)

Large Area X-ray CCD Soft Gamma-ray 
Narrow FOV Compton Camera

Total

Soft Gamma-ray 

Narrow FOV Compton Camera



AgendaASTRO-H instruments

Total Length  
14m

Extendable 
Optical 
Bench 
(EOB) 
6.3 m

3. ASTRO-H

Total Length  
14m

Extendable 
Optical 
Bench 
(EOB) 
6.3 m

5. Instruments on the HXI plate

Si+CdTe Hybrid 
Hard X-ray Imager

Total



AgendaASTRO-H key features

1. High-resolution spectroscopy of extended objects with X-ray micro-

calorimeter

2. Hard X-ray imaging up to 80 keV using multi-layer coating on X-ray 

telescopes

3. Soft X-ray Imaging with large field of view of 38’ x 38’

4. Wide coverage in energy up to 600 keV using a narrow-field Compton 

camera

Table 2. Key parameters of the ASTRO-H payload

Parameter Hard X-ray Soft X-ray Soft X-ray Soft γ-ray
Imager Spectrometer Imager Detector
(HXI) (SXS) (SXI) (SGD)

Detector Si/CdTe micro X-ray Si/CdTe
technology cross-strips calorimeter CCD Compton Camera
Focal length 12 m 5.6 m 5.6 m –
Effective area 300 cm2@30 keV 210 cm2@6 keV 360 cm2@6 keV >20 cm2@100 keV

160 cm2 @ 1 keV Compton Mode
Energy range 5 –80 keV 0.3 – 12 keV 0.4 – 12 keV 40 – 600 keV
Energy 2 keV < 7 eV < 200 eV < 4 keV
resolution (@60 keV) (@6 keV) (@6 keV) (@60 keV)
(FWHM)
Angular <1.7 arcmin <1.3 arcmin <1.3 arcmin –
resolution
Effective ∼ 9 × 9 ∼ 3 × 3 ∼ 38 × 38 0.6 × 0.6 deg2

Field of View arcmin2 arcmin2 arcmin2 (< 150 keV)
Time resolution 25.6 µs 5 µs 4 sec/0.1 sec 25.6 µs
Operating −20◦C 50 mK −120◦C −20◦C
temperature
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Figure 3. (left) Fields of view of the ASTRO-H instruments, SXS, SXI and HXI. FWHM FOV of a SGD fine collimator
is also shown. (right) Effective areas of the ASTRO-H instruments, SXS, SXI and HXI, combined with the telescopes.
Effective area of SGD is also shown, when the Compton mode is used.

called the pre-Collimator, and a thermal shield to keep the mirror temperature at around 20 ◦C. The mirror
is conically approximated Wolter I grazing incidence optic with 203 nested shells. Each shell is segmented
into four quadrants12,18,27,28

The flight SXTs (Fig. 4 left) were fabricated at NASA/GSFC and have been delivered to JAXA. Accord-
ing to calibration at GSFC and ISAS, the angular resolution (Half Power Diameter : HPD) is 1.3 arcmin
and 1.2 arcmin for SXT-1 and SXT-2, respectively. The result obtained with SXT-2 exceeds the desired
goal. Effective areas are measured to be ∼590 cm2 at 1keV and ∼430 cm2 at 6 keV.In order to collect more
photons, SXT-2, which has slightly better angular resolution, will be used for the SXS, because it has a
smaller detector area. Ground calibration for SXT-1 and SXT-2 has been completed. All the basic per-
formance characteristics, effective area (on/off-axis), PSF (on/off-axis), and stray light have been measured



AgendaSoft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)

• SXS is an X-ray micro calorimeter array of 6x6 pixels at the focus of the 

Soft X-ray Telescope, which is capable of high-resolution spectroscopy and 

limited imaging of 3’x3’ field of view in the soft X-ray (0.3–12 keV) band
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Figure 3. SXS pixel format and half power circle of the SXS X-ray telescope point spread function overlaid on the X-ray
image of Centaurus cluster central region observed with Chandra5 (top left) and simulated SXS energy spectra of the
cluster. The spectrum plotted with a broken line is for a typical X-ray CCD resolution and is multiplied by a factor of 3
for display purpose. (Color on-line)

liquid Helium. The 4He Joule-Thomson (JT) cooler which is pre-cooled by two sets of double stage Stirling-Cycle
coolers (2ST-PCa and 2ST-PCb), and two shield cooler (2ST-SCa and 2ST-SCb) provide thermal shields for the
liquid He. The ADR and the cryo-cooelrs are controlled by four cooler driver electronics.

Analog signal from the DA is amplified and digitized by the X-ray processing box (Xbox). The digitized data
stream is sent to the Pulse Shape Processor (PSP), where X-ray events are detected and their pulse heights are
determined by applying the optimum digital filtering algorithm. The PSP will also format the science and house
keeping data into telemetry packets and send them to the spacecraft data-handling system. The PSP consists
of the Mission Input/output (MIO) boards and Space Card boards, both of which are commonly used in other
science instruments of ASTRO-H . Hardware logic constructed in a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)
on the MIO board will detect X-ray events from the digitized data stream, and the software running on a CPU
on the Space Card board will perform optimum digital filtering and telemetry formatting.

The Power Supply Unit (PSU) provides extremely low-noise regulated power to the Xbox. It will also provide
a sync signal to the ADR control (ADRC) so that the switching pulses of all the DC-DC converters in the PSU
and in the ADRC are synchronized with one another, which will reduce any beat frequency noises.

The filter wheel Mechanism (FWM) is mounted at a distance of 90 cm from the detector on the lower panel of
the fixed optical bench of the spacecraft. The FWM has six filter positions including open. The choice of filters
are not determined yet, but at least we will have a Be filter to cut low-energy X-rays, a neutral density filter to
reduce X-ray flux without modifying energy spectrum, and an optical blocking filter to observe optically bright
objects. The Be filter will also be employed to protect the detector and optical blocking filters inside the Dewar

Simulated SXS spectrum of the Centaurus cluster 

SXS detector assembly



AgendaSoft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)

Figure 6. Energy spectrum of the flight array obtained with a series of fluorescent targets used to determine the
energy scale. The energy resolution of all 36 pixels combined is ∼4.7 eV FWHM as measured at 5.9 keV.

Figure 7. (left) Effective areas of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions as functions of X-ray energy. The
curve for the ASTRO-H SXS is the present best estimate for a point source. The two crosses show the mission
requirements at specific energies. The XMM-Newton RGS effective area is the summation of first order spectra
of the two instruments (RGS-1 and RGS-2). The effective areas of the LETG, MEG and HEG onboard Chandra
are summations of the first order dispersions in ± directions. (right) Resolving power of the ASTRO-H SXS as a
function of X-ray energy for the two cases, 4 eV resolution (goal) and 7 eV (requirement). The resolving power of
high resolution instruments onboard Chandra and XMM-Newton and typical resolving power of X-ray CCD cameras
are also shown for comparison.26

because it readily meets the requirements for detector temperature, stability, recycle time, reliability in the
space environment, and previous flight heritage.39 The design of Stirling cryocoolers is based on coolers
developed for space-flight missions in Japan (Suzaku, AKARI, and the SMILES instrument deployed on the
ISS40) that have achieved an excellent performance with respect to cooling power, efficiency, long life and
mass. Thirty litres of LHe are used as a heat-sink for the 2-stage ADR. To reduce the parasitic heat load on
the He tank, a 4He JT cryocooler is used to cool a 4 K shield. To achieve redundancy for failure (unexpected
loss) of LHe, another ADR (3rd stage ADR) is used between the He tank and the JT cryocooler, with two
heat-switches on both sides. This ADR is operated if LHe is lost, to cool down the 1 K shield (He tank).
A series of five blocking filters shield the calorimeter array from UV and longer wavelength radiation. Two
of these are contained within the detector assembly and are free-standing aluminized polyimide, essentially
the same as successfully used on Suzaku. The remaining three are installed on two of the three vapor-cooled
shields, and one on the dewar main shell. These filters also have aluminized polyimide, but are supported
by two-level, high-throughput, Si meshes. The meshes provide increased strength, and enable heaters on the
perimeter of the filters that can be used to drive off contamination if necessary.

Figure 6. Energy spectrum of the flight array obtained with a series of fluorescent targets used to determine the
energy scale. The energy resolution of all 36 pixels combined is ∼4.7 eV FWHM as measured at 5.9 keV.

Figure 7. (left) Effective areas of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions as functions of X-ray energy. The
curve for the ASTRO-H SXS is the present best estimate for a point source. The two crosses show the mission
requirements at specific energies. The XMM-Newton RGS effective area is the summation of first order spectra
of the two instruments (RGS-1 and RGS-2). The effective areas of the LETG, MEG and HEG onboard Chandra
are summations of the first order dispersions in ± directions. (right) Resolving power of the ASTRO-H SXS as a
function of X-ray energy for the two cases, 4 eV resolution (goal) and 7 eV (requirement). The resolving power of
high resolution instruments onboard Chandra and XMM-Newton and typical resolving power of X-ray CCD cameras
are also shown for comparison.26

because it readily meets the requirements for detector temperature, stability, recycle time, reliability in the
space environment, and previous flight heritage.39 The design of Stirling cryocoolers is based on coolers
developed for space-flight missions in Japan (Suzaku, AKARI, and the SMILES instrument deployed on the
ISS40) that have achieved an excellent performance with respect to cooling power, efficiency, long life and
mass. Thirty litres of LHe are used as a heat-sink for the 2-stage ADR. To reduce the parasitic heat load on
the He tank, a 4He JT cryocooler is used to cool a 4 K shield. To achieve redundancy for failure (unexpected
loss) of LHe, another ADR (3rd stage ADR) is used between the He tank and the JT cryocooler, with two
heat-switches on both sides. This ADR is operated if LHe is lost, to cool down the 1 K shield (He tank).
A series of five blocking filters shield the calorimeter array from UV and longer wavelength radiation. Two
of these are contained within the detector assembly and are free-standing aluminized polyimide, essentially
the same as successfully used on Suzaku. The remaining three are installed on two of the three vapor-cooled
shields, and one on the dewar main shell. These filters also have aluminized polyimide, but are supported
by two-level, high-throughput, Si meshes. The meshes provide increased strength, and enable heaters on the
perimeter of the filters that can be used to drive off contamination if necessary.

Energy spectrum of the flight array
FWHM ~ 5 eV 

Effective area Resolving power

• At E>2 keV,  SXS has higher sensitivity and better energy resolution.



AgendaBroad-band coverage

7. The Broadband Coverage

High-resolution spectroscopy 

 Wide band, high sensitivity

Imaging up to 80 keV

SXI: 

Field of view : 38 arcmin @6 keV

7. The Broadband Coverage

7. The Broadband Coverage

High-resolution spectroscopy 

 Wide band, high sensitivity

Imaging up to 80 keV
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Field of view : 38 arcmin @6 keV
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AgendaStatus

• 2013 May–June: MTM System Vibration Test

• 2013 July–2014 March:  EIC/MIC Test basically with FMs

• 2014–2015 Component level environmental test/calibration, Final 

integration and test of spacecraft2012 Aug (TTM) 

The satellite and 
instruments are being build 

and tested.
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3.2. CC EM1 データ処理の流れと実験セットアップ 17

図 3.2: SGD CC EM1 実機

対は検出器にかけられたバイアス電圧に従って検出器内を移動し、その結果電極にアナログ電荷
信号が誘起される。この電荷信号を、我々が SGD 専用に開発してきた低ノイズ同時多チャンネ
ル読み出し ASIC (SGD-ASIC) を用いて読み出す [38][39]。
図 3.4に、SGD-ASIC の回路構成を示す。各ピクセルに誘起された電荷信号は、64チャンネル

それぞれ別のプリアンプに入力され、電圧信号が後段の二つのシェーピングアンプに渡される。
一つは時定数 600ns 程度の速いシェーピングアンプ (ファストシェイパー) であり、トリガーを
生成する。そのトリガーを受け、CC FPGA が適当なディレイの後に時定数 数µs 程度の遅い
シェーピングアンプ (スローシェイパー) にサンプルホールド信号を送る。ホールドされた波高
値はウィルキンソン型の ADC [40]によって AD 変換され、マルチプレクサによってシリアル信
号として読み出される。
各々の ASIC の中でここまで行われた後それぞれのシリアル信号は、8 ASIC ずつ (Si, CdTe-

Bottom)、あるいは 6 ASIC ずつ (CdTe-Side)、CC FPGA によってデイジーチェーンで読み出
される1。CC FPGA・検出器のバイアス電圧の制御やデータ取得は、MIO (Mission I/O) ボー
ドを通じて行う。ASTRO-H 衛星では次世代衛星共通通信規格である SpaceWire [41]を採用し
ているため、MIO ボードから出力される LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) 形式の信
号を Gigabit Ethernet に変換し、ノートパソコンを用いて制御を行う。
実際の実験セットアップを図 3.5に示す。コンプトンカメラ、HV モジュール、DC-DC コン

バータ、そして MIO ボードはアルミケースによって一つにまとめられ、冷凍機の中に収納され
る。冷凍機の外側にあるのは電源ボード、SpW-GbE、PCと、温度、露点のモニタである。冷凍機

1CC EM1 には全部で 208 個の ASIC がある。これらの ASIC はグループ分けされており、データ取得やレジス
タの設定をするときに、そのグループごとに一つのシリアルデータが読み出される。これらのデータはグループ内の
全ての ASIC を順番に直列に通過する。このようなデータ通信方式をデイジーチェーンという。

HXI

SGD
9.  
The Satellite 
and instruments 
are 
being build  
and tested.

EOB

SXS



2013 May (Acoustic Test) 



2014 April (EIC/MIC) 



2014 May (EIC/MIC) 



AgendaCluster science with ASTRO-H

• Direct observations of the dynamical evolution of clusters of galaxies

- ASTRO-H will observe clusters and measure non-thermal energy 

(turbulence, bulk gas motion accelerated particles) to reveal interplay 

between thermal energy and kinetic energy and directly trace the 

dynamic evolution of clusters

• X-ray determination of cluster mass

- ASTRO-H will map the distribution of dark matter in clusters and 

determine the total mass of galaxy clusters and study the role of dark 

matter and dark energy in the evolution of these systems



AgendaASTRO-H white paper

• “ASTRO-H Space X-ray Observatory White Paper” on 16 categories to 

be submitted to arXiv by the Science Working Group

• Cluster category contains: 

1. Gas motions in the brightest cluster (Perseus)

2. AGN feedback (M87)

3. Plasma kinematics and cluster masses (A2029, A2199, A1795, …) 

4. Gas flows and turbulence in mergers (Coma,  A3667, …)

5. High-energy processes (A3667, Coma, …)

6. Chemical composition

7. WHIM

8. Spectroscopic search for dark matter



AgendaPerseus cluster core

SXS FOV

100 ks
5 eV resolution

+ Simulated SXS spectrum

Chandra



AgendaTurbulent broadening

Perseus z=0.018
100 ks
5 eV resolution

Fe XXV

xyz

w



AgendaCluster mass determination

• Clusters grow via mergers of smaller systems

• vmerger ≈ 1000 km/s, persist for ≈ 5 Gyr

• Resulting turbulence, bulk motions provide pressure support

- Hydrostatic equilibrium measurements will underestimate M

- Affects X-ray masses for cosmology

100 km/s
0.01



AgendaMapping gas motions in bright clusters
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Figure 13: XMM-Newton images of A2199 (z = 0.030; top left), A1795 (z = 0.062; top right), A2029(z = 0.077; bottom left) and
A478(z = 0.088; bottom right). The annuli (i = 1, 2, ..) and the 3′ ×3′ pointing regions ( j = 1, 2, ..) used in our simulations are indicated
by white circles and green boxes, respectively. The scale radii of r2500 and r500 are shown with the inner and and outer dashed circles.
For A2199, r500 is outside the image.

regions. The five spectra are fitted simultaneously over the 0.3 – 10 keV band. Figures 18–20 show the results
for the cases (a)–(c), respectively.

With the total exposure time of about 550 ks (1 Ms), the turbulent velocity can be measured to the statistical
accuracy of ∼< 100 km s−1 out to region j = 4 ( j = 5), corresponding to about 0.85 r2500 (1.1 r2500) in this
cluster.

4.3.3 Abell 1795

We simulate observations of Abell 1795 in a similar way to Abell 2029 and Abell 2199, for the input parameters
listed in Table 10. We use the PSF model to estimate the scattered light contribution from each annulus into
each SXS field, as shown in Table 11. In this case, we simulate four SXS pointings, extending to 10.5 arcmin.
The outer edge of Region 3 reaches just past r2500 (500kpc, 7.0 arcmin). We simulate case (a): a constant vturb,
case (b): a rising vturb profile, and case (c): vturb decreases sharply. As with Abell 2199, the parameters kT , Z, z,
the turbulent velocity vturb, and normalization are allowed to vary, while the fractions of scattered photons are
fixed to those given by the image simulations. The best-fit parameter constraints are shown in Figures 21–23
for three cases. The quoted and plotted errors are at 90% confidence.

With a total exposure time of 400 ks, the turbulent velocity can be measured to a statistical accuracy of

∼< 100 km s−1 out to region j = 3, corresponding to about r2500. The additional pointing for region j = 4
(0.6 r500) requires a large amount of time; 400 ks will enable interesting constraints only if vturb is quite large,

37

• For bright clusters at z<0.1, SXS 

will provide measurements of 

turbulent broadening with ~100 

km/s accuracy out to about r2500
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Figure 14: Top: Simulated SXS spectra of A2029 for case (a). The data for the regions j = 1/2/3/4 are shown with the
black/red/green/blue crosses, respectively and the scattered components are indicated with the dotted lines. Bottom: Blow-up of
the top panel.
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Figure 15: Results of simultaneously fitting the spectra of all
annuli (black circles) or separately fitting the spectrum of each
annulus (red crosses) in A2029 for case (a): vturb is constant
over radius. The solid line indicates the input parameter values
of the simulations. Errors are at the 90% confidence.
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Figure 16: Same as Fig. 15, but for case (b): vturb increases
with radius.
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AgendaSummary

• ASTRO-H is scheduled to fly in 2015 JFY. High-resolution and broadband 

observations will provide exciting data sets for many science fields

• ASTRO-H will enable direct observations of the dynamical evolution of 

clusters; powered by microcalorimeter.

• Synergy with other X-ray (NuSTAR, eROSITA, Astronaut etc.) missions 

and other wavelength (CTA, Fermi, LOFAR, ALMA, JWST, GW, …) 

observatories should be important

• 2014 Nov - 2015 Sep: Final integration and test


